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This book introduces a number of HIV/AIDS cases with mucocutaneous lesions.
HIV/AIDS can manifest a variety of skin lesions due to immunological disorder,
opportunistic infections and tumors always occur primarily with skin lesions. The cases
included in this book reflect the diseases spectrum and evolution of mucocutaneous
lesions at different stages before and after AIDS antiretroviral therapy (ART) as well.
This book consists of nine chapters, including fungal, viral, bacterial, parasitic,
neoplastic, inflammatory diseases, syphilis and ART-induced diseases, etc. More than
300 cases and 600 photos of representative and important clinical significances are
selected, showing the different clinical characteristics of the same disease under
different immune status. Clinical photos are combined with clear and concise medical
history along with the discussion on it, by which the readers can understand why skin
lesions can be used as the early diagnostic clues to HIV/AIDS infection.
Moreover, every chapter summarizes the similarity and characteristics of each type of
skin diseases, which outlines and explains why they are AIDS-related mucocutaneous
lesions.

Origins of AIDS

EMPOWER YOURSELF!Nearly 40 years into the HIV and AIDS epidemic there is a
wealth of information available, but it is difficult to determine what is factual and reliable.
Whether you are a newly diagnosed patient or a friend or relative of someone suffering
from HIV or AIDS, this book can help. Offering both doctor and patient perspectives, 100
Questions & Answers About HIV and AIDS, Fifth Edition provides authoritative and
practical answers to the most commonly asked questions by patients and their loved
ones.
What is the difference between HIV and AIDS? How can HIV infection be prevented?
How do I find the right medical care?Along with the answers to these and other
questions, this book provides information on diagnosis, treatment, living with HIV and
more. Updated to provide the latest information, 100 Questions & Answers About HIV
and AIDS, Fifth Edition is an invaluable resource for anyone coping with the physical and
emotional uncertainty of this disease.
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It is now forty years since the discovery of AIDS, but its origins continue to puzzle
doctors, scientists and patients. Inspired by his own experiences working as a
physician in a bush hospital of Zaire, Jacques Pepin looks back to the early twentiethcentury events in central Africa that triggered the emergence of HIV/AIDS and traces
its subsequent development into the most dramatic and destructive epidemic of
modern times. He shows how the disease was first transmitted from chimpanzees to
man and then how military interventions, urbanisation, prostitution and large-scale
colonial medical campaigns intended to eradicate tropical diseases combined to
disastrous effect to fuel the spread of the virus from its origins in Leopoldville to the
rest of Africa, the Caribbean and ultimately worldwide.
This is an essential perspective on HIV/AIDS and on the lessons that must be learned
as the world faces another pandemic.

In this innovative study, Lukas Engelmann examines visual traditions in modern medical
history through debates about the causes, impact and spread of AIDS. Utilising medical
AIDS atlases produced between 1986 and 2008 for a global audience, Engelmann
argues that these visual textbooks played a significant part in the establishment of AIDS
as a medical phenomenon. However, the visualisations risked obscuring the social,
cultural and political complexity of AIDS history.
Photographs of patients were among the earliest responses to the mysterious syndrome,
cropped and framed to deliver a visible characterisation of AIDS to a medical audience.
Maps then offered an abstracted image of the regions invaded by the epidemic, while the
icon of the virus aspired to capture the essence of AIDS. The epidemic's history is retold
through clinical photographs, epidemiological maps and icons of HIV, asking how this
devastating epidemic has come to be seen as a controllable chronic condition.
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Almost four decades after the discovery of HIV/AIDS, the world continues to grapple
with this public health challenge. Thinking Differently about HIV/AIDS explores the
limits of mainstream approaches to the HIV/AIDS epidemic and challenges readers to
develop alternate solutions, emphasizing the value of critical social science
perspectives. The contributors investigate traditions of inquiry – governmentality
studies, institutional ethnography, and Indigenous knowledges, among others – to
determine what these perspectives can bring to HIV/AIDS research, policy, and
programming. Ultimately, this book demonstrates how and why critical social science
is necessary for rethinking research and action required to address the epidemic.

AIDS and the Distribution of Crises engages with the AIDS pandemic as a network of
varied historical, overlapping, and ongoing crises born of global capitalism and colonial,
racialized, gendered, and sexual violence. Drawing on their investments in activism,
media, anticolonialism, feminism, and queer and trans of color critiques, the scholars,
activists, and artists in this volume outline how the neoliberal logic of "crisis" structures
how AIDS is aesthetically, institutionally, and politically reproduced and experienced.
Among other topics, the authors examine the writing of the history of AIDS; settler
colonial narratives and laws impacting risk in Indigenous communities; the early internet
regulation of both content and online AIDS activism; the Black gendered and sexual
politics of pleasure, desire, and (in)visibility; and how persistent attention to white men
has shaped AIDS as intrinsic to multiple, unremarkable crises among people of color and
in the Global South.
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In 1992, Dr. Ross A. Slotten had the dubious distinction of signing more death
certificates in the city of Chicago--and, by inference, the state of Illinois--than any other
physician. As a family physician, he trained to care for patients from birth to death, but
when he completed his residency in 1984, he had no idea that many of his future
patients would be cut down in the prime of their lives. Among those patients were
close friends, colleagues, and former lovers, who were shunned by most of the
medical community because of their sexual orientation and HIV-positive status. Slotten
wasn't an infectious disease specialist, but because of his unique position as a gay
man and a young physician, he became an unlikely pioneer, swept up in the
maelstrom of one of the greatest epidemics in modern human history. In Plague Years,
Slotten offers a unique first-person account of the HIV/AIDS epidemic, drawing from
private journals and notes from his thirty-plus years of practice. Spanning not just the
city of Chicago, but four continents as well, Plague Years provides a comprehensive
portrait of the epidemic, from its mystery-riddled early years through the reckless
governmental responses of the United States and other nations that led to legions of
senseless deaths and ruined lives to the discoveries of life-saving drug cocktails that
transformed the disease into something potentially manageable. Unlike most other
books on the subject, Slotten's story extends to the present day, when prevention of
infection for those at risk and successful treatment of those already infected offer a ray
of hope that HIV/AIDS can be stopped in its tracks.
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An ethnographic account of the South African AIDS movement and activistsFrom the
historical roots of AIDS activism in the struggle for African liberation to the everyday work
of community education in Khayelitsha, Sustaining Life tells the story of how the rightsbased South African AIDS movement successfully transformed public health institutions,
enabled access to HIV/AIDS treatment, and sustained the lives of people living with the
disease. Typical accounts of the South African epidemic have focused on the political
conflict surrounding it, Theodore Powers observes, but have yet to examine the process
by which the national HIV/AIDS treatment program achieved near-universal access. In
Sustaining Life, Powers demonstrates the ways in which non-state actors, from
caregivers to activists, worked within the state to transform policy and state-based
institutions in order to improve health-based outcomes. He shows how advocates in the
South African AIDS movement channeled the everyday experiences of poor and workingclass people living with HIV/AIDS into tangible policy changes at varying institutional
levels, revealing the primacy of local action for expanding treatment access. In his
analysis of the transformation of the state health system, Powers addresses three key
questions: How were the activists of the movement able to overcome an AIDS-dissident
faction that was backed by government power? How were state health institutions and
HIV/AIDS policy transformed to increase public sector access to treatment? Finally, how
should the South African campaign for treatment access inform academic debates on
social movements, transnationalism, and the state?

